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ON THE ERROR ESTIMATE OF GRADIENT INCLUSIONS
OMAR ANZA HAFSA
Abstract. The numerical analysis of gradient inclusions in a compact subset
of 2 ˆ 2 diagonal matrices is studied. Assuming that the boundary conditions
are reached after a finite number of laminations and using piecewise linear
finite elements, we give a general error estimate in terms of the number of
laminations and the mesh size. This is achieved by reduction results from
compact to finite case.
1. Introduction and main result
We denote by tTh Ă R
2 : h ą 0u a family of regular triangulation and by Ω Ă R2
a bounded polygonal domain satisfying
Ω “
ď
TPTh
T
where h is the mesh size defined by h :“ maxthT : T P τhu with hT is the diameter
of a triangle T P Th. For each h ą 0, we set the finite element space
V h0 :“
 
u P CpΩ;R2q : utT is affine for all T P Th and u “ 0 on BΩ
(
where BΩ is the boundary of Ω. Let K Ă M2ˆ2 be a compact set. The error
analysis of gradient inclusions consists to provide an optimal estimation in terms
of the mesh size h of
M
K
h :“ inf
 
EKh puq : u P V
h
0
(
with V h0 Q u ÞÑ E
K
h puq :“ |tx P Ω : ∇upxq R Ku|,
where | ¨ | denotes the Lebesgue measure on R2.
We can assume that 0 R K, otherwise take u “ 0 then EKh puq “ M
K
h “ 0. The
construction of such u P V h0 has to take account of the lack of rank-one compatibility
of matrices of K. Two matrices A,B PM2ˆ2 are said to be rank-one compatible if
and only if rkpA ´ Bq ď 1. This concept is related to the Hadamard lemma (see
for instance [Chi00]) which states roughly that the gradients of a continuous affine
function in two contiguous regions Ω1 and Ω2 of Ω, i.e. ∇u “ A on Ω1 and ∇u “ B
on Ω2, have to satisfy rkpA´Bq ď 1.
Error analysis in terms of the mesh size h has been accomplished in [Chi99,
AHC05] (see also [BP04, Li03]) for particular situations where K was composed
of four elements of diagonal 2 ˆ 2 matrices non rank-one compatible. In these
situations, the boundary data 0 was reached after L laminations with L “ 1, 2 in
[Chi99] and L “ 3, 4 in [AHC05]. This can be formulated by writing 0 P KpLq
where L is the level of laminations defined as the integer L “ inf
 
i P N : 0 P Kpiq
(
(with the convention infH “ `8), where for each i P N˚#
Kp0q “ K
Kpiq “
 
λF ` p1´ λqG : F,G P Kpi´1q, λ P r0, 1s, and rkpF ´Gq ď 1
(
.
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The set Kpiq is called the i-th lamination convex hull. Our goal is to generalize
these particular situations by assuming that L is finite and K is a compact subset
of the set of 2ˆ 2 diagonal matrices M2ˆ2d . For any C ą 0 we set
V h0,C :“
 
u P V h0 : }∇u}L8pΩ;R2q ď C
(
.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that 1 ď L ă `8, and 0 P KpLq with K ĂM2ˆ2d a compact
set. Then there exists a finite set Σ Ă K such that
cardpΣq ď 2L`1 and 0 P ΣpLq,
and there exist CL ą 0 and hL ą 0 such that for every h Ps0, hLr there existspu P V h0,CL
M
K
h ď E
Σ
h ppuq ď CLh 11`L .
Although we can find a similar result in [Li03], their estimate is obtained (in a
different framework) with respect to a particular finite element decomposition of
Ω, more precisely the triangulation is chosen depending on K. In our work, we
obtain estimate of the same order Oph
1
1`L q but it is valid for any regular family of
triangulation and for any compact subset of M2ˆ2d . The following result is an easy
consequence of Theorem1.1.
Corollary 1.1. Let f : M2ˆ2 Ñ r0,`8r be a Borel measurable function bounded on
bounded sets such that K :“
 
ξ PM2ˆ2 : fpξq “ 0
(
Ă M2ˆ2d is compact . Assume
that 1 ď L ă `8 and 0 P KpLq. Then there exist CL ą 0 and hL ą 0 such that for
every h Ps0, hLr we have
inf
"ż
Ω
fp∇upxqqdx : u P V h0
*
ď CLh
1
1`L .
Outline of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to some preliminaries concerning
geometry of diagonal matrices and approximations lemma. Section 3 is concerned
with the proof of Theorem1.1 which is divided in two parts. In the first part, we
show how to deal with one and two laminations, this allows us to highlight the
role of geometry of rank one compatibility of matrices of K. In the second part,
we consider the general case of L laminations whose analysis can be carried out
by using reduction results from compact to finite case (see Proposition 4.1 and
Proposition 4.2).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Rank-one compatibility in M2ˆ2d . In the following of the paper, it will be
useful to consider the identification
M
2ˆ2
d Q
¨˝
x11 0
0 x22
‚˛ ÞÑ
¨˝
x11
x22
‚˛P R2.
We state some facts about rank-one compatibility. Consider tA,Bu P M2ˆ2d
satisfying rkpA ´ Bq ď 1, then A ´ B “ αEl for some α P R and some l P t1, 2u,
with
E1 “
¨˝
1 0
0 0
‚˛ and E2 “
¨˝
0 0
0 1
‚˛.
Another formulation is to write A P B`spanpElq “ A`spanpElq where spanpElq :“
tαEl : α P Ru is the one-dimensional vector space spanned by El. Thus, if we denote
the interval rA,Bs :“ tλA` p1´ λqB : λ P r0, 1su then rA,Bs Ă A` spanpElq.
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Lemma 2.1. Let A PM2ˆ2d . Let S Ă M
2ˆ2
d be a compact set. Let l P t1, 2u be such
that A` spanpElq X S ­“ H. Then there exist F,G P A` spanpElq X S such that
A` spanpElq X S Ă rF,Gs. (1)
Proof. The line A ` spanpElq is naturally isomorphic to R with the isomorphism
η : A ` spanpElq Ñ R is defined by ηpA ` xElq “ x with x P R. We have
that A ` spanpElq X S is a compact subset of A ` spanpElq. It follows that
η pA` spanpElq X Sq is a compact subset of R, so there are an upper and a lower
bounds f, g P η pA` spanpElq X Sq. Take F :“ η
´1 pfq and G :“ η´1 pgq, then (1)
holds. 
Remark 2.1. The Lemma 2.1 will be used as follows: if rF , rG P S and satisfy
Rkp rF ´ rGq “ 1 then we can consider the greatest interval rF,Gs containing r rF , rGs
with tF,Gu Ă S. Indeed, since rF , rG P rF ` spanpElq XS for some l P t1, 2u, we can
apply Lemma 2.1 to find F,G P rF`spanpElqXS such that rF`spanpElqXS Ă rF,Gs.
Thus r rF, rGs Ă rF,Gs.
2.2. Observations on the i-th lamination convex hull. The following result
is used in Proposition 4.1. The proof follows easily by induction.
Lemma 2.2. For every i P N, the set Kpiq is compact.
The following lemma shows that the level of lamination L can be as large as we
wish (see Fig. 1).
Lemma 2.3. For every n P N˚ there exists a finite set K ĂM2ˆ2d such that
cardpKq “ n` 1 and 0 P KpnqzKpn´1q.
Proof. Assume that n “ 1. Set K1 “ tW
1
0 ,W
1
1 u with
W 10 “
¨˝
0 0
0 ´1
‚˛ and W 11 “
¨˝
0 0
0 1
‚˛.
Then 0 “ 1
2
W 10 `
1
2
W 11 , it follows that 0 P K
p1q
1 “ rW
1
0 ,W
1
1 s and 0 R K
p0q
1 “ K.
Assume that n “ 2. We consider rW 21 ,W
2
2 s QW
1
1 where
W 22 “
¨˝
´1 0
0 1
‚˛ and W 21 “
¨˝
1 0
0 1
‚˛.
We set W 20 “W
1
0 and K2 “ tW
2
0 ,W
2
1 ,W
2
2 u. Then 0 P K
p2q
2 zK
p1q
2 .
The construction of Kn for n ě 2 follows by induction. For each n P N
˚, we
denote Wni :“
ˆ
ani 0
0 bni
˙
where i P t0, . . . , nu, and ani , b
n
i P R.
Assume that for n “ s with s ě 2, we found Ks “ tW
s
i PM
2ˆ2
d : i P t0, . . . , suu,
such that 0 P K
psq
s zK
ps´1q
s . Then define Ks`1 “ tW
s`1
i PM
2ˆ2
d : i P t0, . . . , s` 1uu
as follows:
(i) W s`1i “W
s
i for all i P t0, . . . , s´ 1u;
(ii) W s`1s “
¨˝
as`1s 0
0 bs`1s
‚˛and W s`1s`1 “
¨˝
as`1s`1 0
0 bs`1s`1
‚˛ satisfy:
‚ if s is odd, then we choose ass ă a
s`1
s ă a
s
s´3, b
s`1
s “ b
s
s, and
as`1s`1 ă a
s
s, b
s`1
s`1 “ b
s
s; it follows that K
p1q
s`1 “ rW
s`1
s ,W
s`1
s`1 s, K
psq
s`1 “
K
p1q
s`1 Y K
ps´1q
s and K
ps`1q
s`1 “ K
psq
s`1 Y rW
s`1
0 ,W
1
1 s. Thus we have
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0 P K
ps`1q
s`1 zK
psq
s`1;
‚ if s is even, then we choose as`1s “ a
s
s, b
s`1
s´2 ă b
s`1
s ă b
s
s and a
s`1
s`1 “
as`1s , b
s`1
s`1 ą b
s`1
s ; as above, the same conclusion can be drawn.

b
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Figure 1. Higher level of laminations: L “ 8.
2.3. Approximation and local estimate result. Let Q “ pa, bq ˆ pc, dq be a
rectangle in R2, with a, b, c, d P R`. Let tW,F,Gu Ă M
2ˆ2
d be defined by
W “
ˆ
α0 0
0 β0
˙
, F “
ˆ
α1 0
0 β1
˙
and G “
ˆ
α2 0
0 β2
˙
,
where αi, βi P R with i P t0, 1, 2u. Let v1, v2 P CpQ;Rq be such that
1 vipxq “ vipxiq
for all i “ 1, 2. Consider v “ pv1, v2q : QÑ R
2 be such that
∇vp¨q “W “
ˆ
α0 0
0 β0
˙
on Q, with pα0, β0q P R
2.
Let δ1 “ b ´ a and δ2 “ d´ c. Set
B1Q :“ tpx1, x2q P BQ : x1 “ a or x1 “ bu
and
B2Q :“ tpx1, x2q P BQ : x2 “ c or x2 “ du.
Let k P N˚. Let τ, σ P R such that τ ´ σ ą 0, and µ Ps0, 1r, we associate the set
Qipτ ´ σ, µ, kq “
"
x P Q : distpx, BjQq ą pτ ´ σqµ
δi
k
*
where i, j P t1, 2u satisfy ij “ 2.
Let e P ta, cu, p P t0, . . . , k ´ 1u, i P t1, 2u, and µ1, µ2 P r0, 1s, we set
Iipe, p, µ1, µ2, kq :“

e` pp` µ1q
δi
k
, e` pp` µ2q
δi
k
„
.
The following result is well-known, it allows us first to build Lipschitz functions with
prescribed rank-one compatible gradients, and to give the error estimate for the set
of “bad gradients”. It is used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 for the construction ofpu.
1It means that v1 (resp. v2) does not depend on x2 (resp. x1).
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Lemma 2.4. Assume that for some λ Ps0, 1r
W “ λF ` p1´ λqG and rkpF ´Gq “ 1.
Let k P N˚. There exists a Lipschitz function w : QÑ R2 satisfying
(i) w “ v on BQ and }∇w}8 ď 2p1` }∇v}8q;
(ii) if F ´G P spanpE1q then
∇wpxq “ A on strips
k´1ď
p“0
I1pa, p, 0, µ, kqˆsc, dr X Qµ;
∇wpxq “ B on strips
k´1ď
p“0
I1pa, p, µ, 1, kqˆsc, dr X Qµ,
where
(a) if α1´α0 ą 0 then A “ F, B “ G, µ “ λ,Qµ “ Q1pα1´α0, µ, kq andˇˇ 
x P Q : ∇wpxq R tF,Gu
(ˇˇ
ď |F ´G|λ
pb ´ aq2
k
;
(b) if α2´α0 ą 0 then A “ G, B “ F, µ “ 1´λ,Qµ “ Q1pα2 ´α0, µ, kq
andˇˇ 
x P Q : ∇wpxq R tF,Gu
(ˇˇ
ď |F ´G|p1´ λq
pb ´ aq2
k
;
(iii) if F ´G P spanpE2q then
∇wpxq “ A on strips
k´1ď
p“0
sa, brˆI2pc, p, 0, µ, kq X Qµ;
∇wpxq “ B on strips
k´1ď
p“0
sa, brˆI2pc, p, µ, 1, kq X Qµ,
where
(a) if β1´ β0 ą 0 then A “ F, B “ G, µ “ λ,Qµ “ Q2pβ1 ´ β0, µ, kq andˇˇ 
x P Q : ∇wpxq R tF,Gu
(ˇˇ
ď |F ´G|λ
pd ´ cq2
k
;
(b) if β2 ´ β0 ą 0 then A “ G, B “ F, µ “ 1´ λ,Qµ “ Q1pβ2 ´ β0, µ, kq
andˇˇ 
x P Q : ∇wpxq R tF,Gu
(ˇˇ
ď |F ´G|p1´ λq
pd ´ cq2
k
.
Proof. Let µ Ps0, 1r and let χµ be the periodic function of period 1 defined on s0, 1r
by
χµpτq “
"
1 if τ Ps0, µs
0 if τ Psµ, 1r.
(2)
Note that we have either α1´α0 ą 0 or α2´α0 ą 0 since α1´α0 “ p1´λqpα1´α2q
and α2 ´ α0 “ λpα2 ´ α1q.
(a) If α1 ´ α0 ą 0, then we define ω1 : QÑ R by
ω1pxq “ ω1px1q “ v1paq `
ż
pa,x1q
ˆ
pα1 ´ α2qχλ
ˆ
k
δ1
pt´ aq
˙
` α2
˙
dt.
(b) If α2 ´ α0 ą 0, then we define ω1 : QÑ R by
ω1pxq “ ω1px1q “ v1paq `
ż
pa,x1q
ˆ
pα2 ´ α1qχ1´λ
ˆ
k
δ1
pt´ aq
˙
` α1
˙
dt.
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Let vˆ1 : QÑ R be defined by
vˆ1pxq :“ min tω1pxq, v1pxq ` distpx, B2Qqu .
It is easy to verify that the function w :“ pvˆ1, v2q satisfies (i) and(ii). Similar
constructions lead to (iii). 
Remark 2.2. Consider W P Kpi´1q for some i P N˚ and some compact subset
K Ă M2ˆ2d . Let F,G P K
piq such that W P rF,Gs and let us call diampKpiqq the
diameter of Kpiq. Then under the assumptions of the Lemma 2.4 and by setting
vpi´1q “ v, we have that for every k P N˚ there exists vpiq P vpi´1q `W 1,80 pQ;R
2q
satisfying ˇˇˇ!
x P Q : ∇vpiqpxq R Kpiq
)ˇˇˇ
ď diampKpiqq
diampQq2
k
.
We will divide the proof of Theorem 1.1 into two sections. The first section is
concerned with the case L “ 1, 2 and the second one with L ě 2. Throughout the
proof, we denote by C a positive constant which does not depend on the mesh size
h ą 0. Let us denote by |BΩ| the length of the boundary of Ω, δ “ diampΩq the
diameter of Ω and pΩ “ ΩX pYtintpT q : T P Thuq for any h ą 0.
3. Proof of Theorem1.1: L P t1, 2u
3.1. One lamination: L “ 1.
Geometry. Since 0 P Kp1q there exists tW1,W2u Ă K such that
0 P rW1,W2s and rkpW1 ´W2q ď 1.
Obviously rkpW1´W2q “ 1 since L “ 1. Let λ Ps0, 1r be such that 0 “ λW1`p1´
λqW2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
W1 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 0
˙
and W2 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 0
˙
,
with a1 ą 0 and a2 “
λ
λ´1a1. Set Σ “ tW1,W2u Ă K, we have cardpΣq “ 2 ď 2
2
and 0 P Σp1q.
Now, the proof consists in the construction of an element pu P V h0 such that
∇pup¨q P Σ except a small set which will be evaluated in terms of the mesh size h.
Construction. Let α Ps0, 1r and h ą 0 such that
h ă 1 and hα ď δ. (3)
Let vp1q : r0, hαs ˆ RÑ R2 be defined by vp1qpxq :“ pv1pxq, 0q where
v1px1, x2q “
$&% a1x1 if px1, x2q P r0, λh
αs ˆ R
a2px1 ´ h
αq if px1, x2q Psλh
α, hαs ˆ R.
It is clear that ∇vp1qp¨q P Σ “ tW1,W2u in s0, h
αrˆR. Since for every x2 P R
we have vp1qp0, x2q “ v
p1qphα, x2q “ 0, we extend by periodicity in the direction
x1 with period h
α, we obtain a function still denoted v. Consider the restriction
w “ pv1tΩ, 0q. Now, in order to match the boundary conditions we setrwp¨q :“ pmin tv1tΩp¨q, distp¨, BΩqu , 0q .
Finally we consider the interpolant uα of rw on Th.
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Error estimation. Let us evaluate EΣh pu
αq “ |tx P pΩ : ∇uαpxq R Σu| in terms of h.
Let Dp :“ ptph
αu ˆ Rq X Ω where p P Z. Note that the number Nh “ cardtp P
Z : Dp ‰ Hu of lines x1 “ ph
α lying in Ω satisfies
pNh ´ 1qh
α ď δ. (4)
By (3) and (4) we obtain
h ď hα and Nh ď 2δh
´α. (5)
It is sufficient to estimate the measure of the set tx P pΩ : wpxq ­“ uαpxqu. Indeed
we have that tx P pΩ : wpxq “ uαpxqu Ă tx P pΩ : ∇uαpxq P Σu. We have
tx P pΩ : wpxq ­“ uαpxqu Ă V1 Y V2 where V1 and V2 are given as follows.
(i) V1 is a neighborhood (in the direction x2) of the lines x1 “ ph
α in Ω of
width 2h where possibly w ­“ uα, i.e.,
V1 :“ tx P Ω : distpx,Dpq ă 2h for some p P Zu ;
its measure satisfies
|V1| ď δ2hNh. (6)
(ii) V2 “ V
1
2 Y V
2
2 where
V 12 :“
 
x P Ω : distpx, BΩq ă }w1}L8pΩ;R2q
(
and V 22 :“ tx P Ω : distpx,Γhq ă 2hu
with Γh “ tx P Ω : distpx, BΩq “ }w1}L8pΩ;R2qu and }w1}L8pΩ;R2q “ λa1h
α;
‚ V 12 is the error introduced by the boundary condition whose measure
satisfies ˇˇ
V 12
ˇˇ
ď |BΩ|λa1h
α;
‚ V 22 is the error introduced by the interpolation near BΩ whose measure
satisfies ˇˇ
V 22
ˇˇ
ď |BΩ|2h.
Therefore
|V2| ď |BΩ|pλa1h
α ` 2hq. (7)
Collecting (6) and (7), we obtain
EΣh pu
αq ď |V1| ` |V2| ď |BΩ|pλa1h
α ` 2hq ` δ2hNh.
Using (5), we find for every α Ps0, 1r
EΣh pu
αq ď C
`
hα ` h1´α
˘
,
where C “ max
`
|BΩ|maxtsupξPΣ |ξ|, 2u, 4δ
2
˘
. Now, it is easy to see that the func-
tion α ÞÑ hα ` h1´α is minimum for pα :“ 1
2
. Set pu :“ upα. It follows that for some
C ą 0
M
K
h ď M
Σ
h ď E
Σ
h ppuq ď Ch 12 .
Note that since }∇ rw}L8pΩ;R2q ď }∇vp1q}L8pΩ;R2q ď supξPΣ |ξ| and the mesh is
regular, we deduce that pu P V h0,C for some C ą 0 independent of h. The proof is
complete for the case L “ 1.
3.2. Two laminations: L “ 2.
Geometry. In this case 0 P Kp2q. There exists t rF 11 , rF 21 u Ă Kp1q such that
0 P r rF 11 , rF 21 s and rkp rF 11 ´ rF 21 q ď 1.
Obviously rkp rF 11 ´ rF 21 q “ 1 since L “ 2. There exists l P t1, 2u such that r rF 11 , rF 21 s ĂrF 11 `spanpElq. By Remark 2.1, we consider the greatest interval rF 11 , F 21 s containing
r rF 11 , rF 21 s and such that tF 11 , F 21 u Ă Kp1q. One of the two possibilities can occur:
either tF 11 , F
2
1 u Ă K
p1qzK, or tF 11 , F
2
1 uXK contains one element only. So we divide
the proof into two cases.
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Case 1. We assume that
tF 11 , F
2
1 u Ă K
p1qzK and F 11 ´ F
2
1 P spanpElq for some l P t1, 2u. (8)
There exists tW1,W2u Ă K such that F
1
1 P rW1,W2s and rkpW1 ´W2q ď 1. Since
F 11 R K, we deduce that rkpW1´W2q “ 1. Assume that W1´W2 P spanpElq, since
rF 11 , F
2
1 s is maximal we have rW1,W2s Ă rF
1
1 , F
2
1 s. It follows that F
1
1 P tW1,W2u
which contradicts (8). Thus W1 ´W2 P spanpE3´lq. The same conclusion can be
drawn for F 21 with tW3,W4u Ă K satisfying F
2
1 P rW3,W4s and rkpW3 ´W4q “ 1.
Now, consider the projection of W1 and resp. W2 parallel to spanpElq on
W3 ` spanpE3´lq, which we denote G3 and resp. G4. Either rG3, G4s Ă rW3,W4s
or tG3, G4u X rW3,W4s contains one element only (if not consider the projection
of W3,W4 in place of W1,W2). Assume that rG3, G4s Ă rW3,W4s. Set K
1 “
tW1,W2, G3, G4u, note that tG3, G4u Ă K
p1q. We can choose tW 11,W
1
2,W
1
3,W
1
4u Ă
K 1 in order to have
W 11 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 b1
˙
W 12 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 b2
˙
W 13 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b2
˙
W 14 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b1
˙
,
with a1, b1 ě 0, a2, b2 ď 0, satisfying a1 ´ a2 ą 0 and b1 ´ b2 ą 0.
Assume that tG1u “ tG3, G4u X rW3,W4s, and let H
2 P tW1,W2u whose pro-
jection is G1. Consider the projection of W3 and resp. W4 parallel to spanpElq on
W1 ` spanpE3´lq, which we denote G1 and resp. G2. Then tG1, G2u X rW1,W2s
contains one element denoted H 1 which corresponds to the projection of G2 P
tW3,W4u. Note that tH
1, G2u Ă Kp1q. Set K 1 “ tH2, G1, H 1, G2u. We can choose
tW 11,W
1
2,W
1
3,W
1
4u Ă K
1 as above.
Let j P t1, 2, 3, 4u. There exists tW 1j ,W
2
j u Ă K such that W
1
j P rW
1
j ,W
2
j s and
rkpW 1j ´W
2
j q ď 1. We set Σ “ Y
4
j“1tW
1
j ,W
2
j u Ă K, satisfying cardpΣq “ 8 “ 2
1`L
and 0 P Σp2q.
Case 2. Assume that t rF 11 , rF 21 uXK contains one element only. Let λ Ps0, 1r be such
that 0 “ λ rF 11 `p1´λq rF 21 . Without loss of generality, we assume that rF 11 “W1 P K,
W1 ´ rF 21 P spanpE1q, and
W1 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 0
˙
and rF 21 “ ˆa2 00 0
˙
with a1 ą 0 and a2 “
λ
λ´1a1. Since 0 P K
p2q, there exists tW2,W3u Ă K such thatrF 21 “ µW2 ` p1´ µqW3 for some µ Ps0, 1r, with
W2 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b2
˙
and W3 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b3
˙
.
Without loss of generality, we assume that b2 ´ b3 ą 0. We set Σ “ tW1,W2,W3u
which satisfies cardpΣq ď 21`L and 0 P Σp2q.
Now, we deal with the construction of pu P V h0 such that ∇pup¨q P Σ except a small
set which will be evaluated in terms of the mesh size h.
Construction: Case 1 . Let α Ps0, 1r and h ą 0 such that
h ă 1 and hα ď δ. (9)
Roughly, the strategy is to begin by building a function vp1q on the square r0, 2hαs2
such that ∇vp1qp¨q P K 1 a.e.. Then, since each W 1j P rW
1
j ,W
2
j s, we modify the
function into vp2q in order to have ∇vp2qp¨q P Σ “ Y4j“1tW
1
j ,W
2
j u Ă K except a
small set of “bad gradients”.
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Let vp1q : r0, 2hαs2 Ñ R2 be defined by vp1q :“ pv1, v2q where
v1px1, x2q :“
"
a1x1 if px1, x2q P r0, 2h
αs1s ˆ r0, 2h
αs
a2x1 ´ 2h
αa2 if px1, x2q P r2h
αs1, 2h
αs ˆ r0, 2hαs
v2px1, x2q :“
"
b1x2 if px1, x2q P r0, 2h
αs ˆ r0, 2hαs2s
b2x2 ´ 2h
αb2 if px1, x2q P r0, 2h
αs ˆ r2hαs2, 2h
αs
with s1 “
a2
a2´a1
and s2 “
b2
b2´b1
. We have
∇vp1qp¨q P K 1 :“
 
W 11,W
1
2,W
1
3,W
1
4
(
in s0, 2hαr2.
x1
x2
0
W 11 W
1
4
W 12 W
1
3
2hα2hαs1
2hα
2hαs2
Figure 2. Domain of ∇vp1q.
More precisely we have
∇vp1qp¨q “W 11 in Q1 “s0, 2h
αs1rˆs0, 2h
αs2r,
∇vp1qp¨q “W 12 in Q2 “s0, 2h
αs1rˆs2h
αs2, 2h
αr,
∇vp1qp¨q “W 13 in Q3 “s2h
αs1, 2h
αrˆs2hαs2, 2h
αr,
∇vp1qp¨q “W 14 in Q4 “s2h
αs1, 2h
αrˆs0, 2hαs2r.
Without loss of generality, we assume that K 1XK “ H, if not we modify vp1q when
it is necessary.
Let k P N˚. Using Lemma 2.4 we replace vp1q by wlk PW
1,8pQl;R
2q on each Ql
such that
wlk “ v
p1q on BQl and
››∇wlk››L8pQl;R2q ď 2
ˆ
1`
›››∇vp1q›››
L8pQl;R2q
˙
for all l P t1, 2, 3, 4u. Define vp2q : r0, 2hαs2 Ñ R2 by vp2q “ wlk on Ql with
l P t1, 2, 3, 4u. Extend vp2q by periodicity with period 2hα in both directions x1, x2,
we obtain a function still denoted vp2q. Consider wk “ pw
1
k, w
2
kq “ v
p2qtΩ. In order
to match the boundary conditions we set
rwkp¨q :“ `min  w1kp¨q, distp¨, BΩq( ,min  w2kp¨q, distp¨, BΩq(˘ .
Finally, consider uαk the interpolant of rwk on Th. Since }∇ rwk}L8pΩ;R2q ď Cp1 `
supξPΣp2q |ξ|q for some C ą 0 which does not depend on h (but possibly depends on
L), and the mesh is regular, we deduce that uαk P V
h
0,C for some C ą 0.
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Error estimation: Case 1 . Let us evaluate EΣh pu
α
k q “ | tx P Ω : ∇u
α
k pxq R Σu | in
terms of h.
Let D1p :“ ptp2h
αu ˆ Rq X Ω and D2p :“ pRˆ tp2h
αuq X Ω where p P Z. For
each i P t1, 2u the number Ni “ cardtp P Z : D
i
p ‰ Hu of lines xi “ ph
α lying in Ω
satisfies pNi ´ 1qh
α ď δ. By (9) it holds h ď hα and Ni ď 2δh
´α. Therefore the
number of squares Nh of type r0, 2h
αs2 lying in Ω, i.e.,
Nh :“ card
 
z P Z2 : z2hα ` r0, 2hαs2 Ă Ω
(
satisfies
Nh “ pN1 ´ 1qpN2 ´ 1q ď 4δ
2h´2α. (10)
Now, we have tx P pΩ : ∇uαk pxq R Σu Ă V1 Y V2 Y V3 where V1, V2 and V3 are given
as follows.
(i) V1 :“ Y
zPZ2
Y
lPt1,¨¨¨ ,4u
tx P z2hα `Ql : ∇wkpxq R Σu X pΩ. By Lemma 2.4 we
find
|V1| ď CNh
h2α
k
(11)
for some C ą 0. Note that V1 is the set where possibly ∇u
α
k p¨q R Σ because
of the preservation of continuity of wk and thus of u
α
k .
(ii) V2 :“ V
1
2 Y V
2
2 where
V 12 :“ Y
zPZ2
 
x P z2hα ` r0, 2hαs2 : distpx, Ls,zq ă 2h
(
X pΩ
with
Ls,z :“
 
px1, x2q P z2h
α ` r0, 2hαs2 : xi “ zi2h
α or xi “ zi2h
αsi for some i P t1, 2u
(
and
V 22 :“ Y
zPZ2
Y
lPt1,¨¨¨ ,4u
 
x P z2hα ` r0, 2hαs2 : distpx, Lls,zq ă 2h
(
X pΩ
with
Lls,z :“
k´1
Y
p“0
tpx1, x2q P z2h
α `Ql : xi “ s
p
i or xi “ t
p
i for some i P t1, 2uu ;
‚ V 12 is the error introduced by the interpolation on lines xi “ p2h
α
or xi “ p2h
αsi of each squares of type r0, 2h
αs2 where i P t1, 2u, its
measure satisfies for some C ą 0ˇˇ
V 12
ˇˇ
ď CNh2hh
α;
‚ V 22 is the error introduced by the interpolation on lines of each strip
induced by the functions wlk, its measure satisfies for some C ą 0ˇˇ
V 22
ˇˇ
ď CNhk2hh
α;
it folllows that for some C ą 0
|V2| ď CkNhh
1`α. (12)
(iii) V3 “ V
1
3 Y V
2
3 where
V 13 :“
 
x P Ω : distpx, BΩq ă }wk}L8pΩ;R2q
(
and V 23 :“ tx P Ω : distpx,Γhq ă 2hu
with Γh :“ tx P Ω : distpx, BΩq “ }wk}L8pΩ;R2qu and }wk}L8pΩ;R2q “
maxt}w1k}L8pΩq, }w
2
k}L8pΩqu; similarly to the estimation in the case of one
lamination we find for some C ą 0
|V3| ď Ch
α. (13)
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Therefore collecting (11), (12) and (13), we obtain by taking (10) into account
EΣh pu
α
k q ď
3ÿ
i“1
|Vi| ď C
ˆ
hα ` h´2α
ˆ
h2α
k
` kh1`α
˙˙
“ C
ˆ
hα `
1
k
` kh1´α
˙
.
The function x ÞÑ σpxq :“ 1
x
` xh1´α is minimum at x1 “ h
´ 1´α
2 . If x1 is not an
integer then take pk :“ Px1T`1, where P¨T denotes the integer part. It is not difficult
to see that for some C ą 0
inf
kě1
ˆ
hα `
1
k
` kh1´α
˙
ď C
´
hα ` h
1´α
2
¯
.
Indeed, we have
inf
kě1
σpkq ď σ
´pk ` 1¯ ď hα ` h 1´α2 ` h 1´α2 ` h1´α ď 3´hα ` h 1´α2 ¯
since h ă 1 and α ă 1.
The function α ÞÑ hα ` h
1´α
2 is minimum for pα :“ 1
3
. Set pu :“ upαpk . It follows
that for some C ą 0
M
K
h ď M
Σ
h ď E
Σ
h ppuq ď Ch 13 ,
which finishes the proof for Case 1.
Remark 3.1. If we choose differents kl (in place of k) on each Ql with l P t1, 2, 3, 4u
for the number of “laminations” then the estimate for MKh keeps unchanged.
Construction: Case 2 . Let α Ps0, 1r and h ą 0 be such that
h ă 1 and hα ď δ. (14)
Let vp1q : r0, hαs ˆ RÑ R2 be defined by vp1qpxq :“ pv1pxq, 0q, where
v1pxq “
$&% a1x1 if x1 P r0, λh
αs
a2px1 ´ h
αq if x1 Psλh
α, hαs.
It is clear that ∇vp1qpxq P tW1, rF 21 u a.e. in s0, hαrˆR.
Let k P N˚. Consider ϕk : r0, h
αs ˆ RÑ R defined by
ϕkpxq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
νkpx2q if px1, x2q P rλh
α, hαs ˆ R`
´νkp´x2q if px1, x2q P rλh
α, hαs ˆ R´
0 if px1, x2q P r0, λh
αs ˆ R
where
R
` Q x2 ÞÑ νkpx2q “
ż x2
0
ˆ
pb2 ´ b3qχµ
ˆ
k
hα
t
˙
` b3
˙
dt,
with χµ is defined by (2). Define v2 : r0, h
αs ˆ RÑ R by
v2pxq :“ mintϕkpxq, distpx, Lhqu
where Lh “ tx P r0, h
αs ˆ R : x1 “ λh
α and x1 “ h
αu. Set vp2q :“ pv1, v2q. We
extend it by periodicity in the direction x1 of period h
α, and we obtain a function
still denoted vp2q. Then consider the restriction to Ω, i.e., wk :“ pw
1
k, w
2
kq “ v
p2qtΩ.
In order to match the boundary conditions, we setrwkp¨q :“ `min  w1kp¨q, distp¨, BΩq( ,min  w2kp¨q, distp¨, BΩq(˘ .
Finally, consider the interpolant uαk of rwk on Th. Similarly to Case 1, uαk P V h0,C for
some C ą 0.
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Error estimation: Case 2 . It remains to evaluate EΣh pu
α
k q in terms of h. We have
tx P pΩ : ∇uαk pxq R Σu Ă V1 Y V2 Y V3 where V1, V2 and V3 are given as follows.
(i) A neighborhood V1 of Lh defined by
V1 :“
 
x P Ω : distpx, zhα ` Lhq ă }wk}L8pΩ;R2q for some z P Z
(
where possibly ∇uαk p¨q R Σ. It satisfies for some C ą 0
|V1| ď C
hα
k
h´α “ C
1
k
. (15)
(ii) An error is introduced by the interpolation which consists in a neighborhood
V2
‚ of lines x1 “ ph
α or x1 “ pλh
α lying in Ω, with p P Z, its measure is
bounded by Ch1´α for some C ą 0;
‚ of lines x2 “ ph
α and pp` µqhα lying in Ω, with p P Z, its measure is
bounded by Chkh´α “ Ckh1´α for some C ą 0;
it follows that for some C ą 0
|V2| ď Ckh
1´α. (16)
(iii) Similarly to Case 1, V3 is a neighborhood of BΩ satisfying for some C ą 0
|V3| ď Ch
α. (17)
Collecting the bounds (15), (16) and (17), we deduce for some C ą 0
EΣh pu
α
k q ď
3ÿ
i“1
|Vi| ď C
ˆ
hα `
1
k
` kh1´α
˙
,
the end of the proof follows the one of Case 1 . 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1: L ě 2
4.1. Geometry: reduction from compact to finite case. We start by reduc-
tion results from compact to finite case. Roughly, we show that when L is finite
then two configurations can occur. The first one is that there are four matrices in
KpL´1q which are the vertices of a rectangle whose convex hull contains 0 P M2ˆ2d
(see Figure 3.). The second configuration consists in three matrices which are the
vertices of a triangle whose convex envelope contains 0, with one of its vertex be-
longs to K and placed on one of the axis, and the two others vertices belong to
KpL´2q (see Figure 4.).
b b
b b
K
x22
x11
W
1
1
W
1
2W
1
3
W
1
4
O
Figure 3. The rectangle case.
b
b
bb
K
W0
x22
W
1
2
x11
W
1
1
W
1
3
O
Figure 4. The triangle case.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that 2 ď L ă `8. Then there exists Σ Ă K such that
cardpΣq ď 2L`1 and 0 P ΣpLq,
and one of the two assertions holds:
pRecq there exists K 1 “ tW 11,W
1
2,W
1
3,W
1
4u Ă Σ
pL´1q such that 0 P copK 1q the
convex envelope of K 1 and
W 11 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 b1
˙
W 12 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 b2
˙
W 13 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b2
˙
W 14 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b1
˙
,
with a1, b1 ě 0, a2, b2 ď 0, satisfying a1 ´ a2 ą 0 and b1 ´ b2 ą 0;
pTriq there exist W0 P K, W
1
1 P Σ
pL´1qzΣpL´2q, W 12 P Σ
pL´2q and W 13 P Σ
pL´2q
such that for some l P t1, 2u
0 P rW 11,W0s, rkpW0 ´W
1
1q “ 1 and W0 ´W
1
1 P spanpElq;
W 11 P rW
1
2,W
1
3s, rkpW
1
2 ´W
1
3q “ 1 and W2 ´W
1
3 P spanpE3´lq.
Proof. The proof is a consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 below. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that 2 ď L ă `8. Then one of the two assertions holds:
pRecq there exists K 1 “ tW 11,W
1
2,W
1
3,W
1
4u Ă K
pL´1q such that 0 P copK 1q and
W 11 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 b1
˙
W 12 “
ˆ
a1 0
0 b2
˙
W 13 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b2
˙
W 14 “
ˆ
a2 0
0 b1
˙
,
with a1, b1 ě 0, a2, b2 ď 0, satisfying a1 ´ a2 ą 0 and b1 ´ b2 ą 0;
pTriq there exist W0 P K, W
1
1 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q, W 12 P K
pL´2q and W 13 P K
pL´2q
such that for some l P t1, 2u
0 P rW 11,W0s, rkpW0 ´W
1
1q “ 1 and W0 ´W
1
1 P spanpElq;
W 11 P rW
1
2,W
1
3s, rkpW
1
2 ´W
1
3q “ 1 and W2 ´W
1
3 P spanpE3´lq.
Proof. Assume that 2 ď L ă `8. Then there exists t rF 11 , rF 21 u Ă KpL´1qzKpL´2q
such that
0 P r rF 11 , rF 21 s and rkp rF 11 ´ rF 21 q “ 1.
By Lemma 2.2 together with Remark 2.1 we consider the greatest interval rF 11 , F
2
1 s
containing r rF 11 , rF 21 s such that tF 11 , F 21 u Ă KpL´1q. It is clear that
0 P rF 11 , F
2
1 s and rkpF
1
1 ´ F
2
1 q “ 1.
We claim that one of the two possibilities holds:
pRecq1 there exists i P t1, . . . , L ´ 1u such that either F 11 P K
piqzKpi´1q and
F 21 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q, or F 21 P K
piqzKpi´1q and F 11 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q;
pTriq1 either F 11 P K and F
2
1 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q, or F 21 P K and F
1
1 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q.
Indeed, we have one of the two assertions:
tF 11 , F
2
1 u Ć K
pL´1qzKpL´2q; (18)
tF 11 , F
2
1 u Ă K
pL´1qzKpL´2q. (19)
Assume that (18) holds. Note that we cannot have tF 11 , F
2
1 u Ă K
pL´2q since L
is minimal. Thus, we have either F 11 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q and F 21 P K
pL´2q, or
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F 21 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q and F 11 P K
pL´2q. Without loss of generality, assume that
F 11 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q and F 21 P K
pL´2q. Since
KpL´2q “
L´2ď
i“0
Kpiq and Kpiq Ă Kpi`1q for all i P t0, . . . , L´ 1u,
it follows that either there exists i P t1, . . . , L ´ 2u such that F 21 P K
piqzKpi´1q,
which is, on account of (18), the claim pRecq1. Or for every i P t1, . . . , L ´ 2u, we
have F 21 R K
piqzKpi´1q, i.e., F 21 P K, which is the claim pTriq
1.
To prove pRecq. Assume that pRecq1 holds. We have rF 11 , F
2
1 s Ă F
1
1 `spanpElq for
some l P t1, 2u. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists i P t1, . . . , L´1u
such that F 11 P K
piqzKpi´1q and F 21 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q. There exists tG12, G
2
2u Ă
Kpi´1q such that F 11 P rG
1
2, G
2
2s and rkpG
1
2´G
2
2q ď 1. We must have rkpG
1
2´G
2
2q “ 1,
otherwise we would have G12 “ G
2
2 “ F
j
1 R K
pi´1q, a contradiction. Assume that
G12 P G
2
2` spanpElq. Hence there exists A P tG
1
2, G
2
2u such that rA,F
2
1 s Ą rF
1
1 , F
2
1 s.
By the fact that rF 11 , F
2
1 s is maximal together with A P K
pi´1q Ă KpL´1q, we obtain
A “ F 11 R K
pi´1q, which is impossible. Therefore G22 P G
1
2 ` spanpE3´lq. The same
reasoning applies to F 21 , and we obtain tG
3
2, G
4
2u Ă K
pL´2q such that F 21 P rG
3
2, G
4
2s,
rkpG32 ´G
4
2q “ 1 and G
4
2 P G
3
2 ` spanpE3´lq.
Thus ∆1 “ G
1
2 ` spanpE3´lq is parallel to ∆2 “ G
3
2 ` spanpE3´lq. Consider the
orthogonal projection to spanpE3´lq of G
1
2, G
2
2 on ∆2 (resp. of G
3
2, G
4
2 on ∆1) which
we call rG32, rG42 (resp. rG12, rG22).
Assume that
r rG32, rG42s Ă rG32, G42s ´or r rG12, rG22s Ă rG12, G22s¯ .
Then, define
K 1 “
!
G12, G
2
2,
rG32, rG42)´or K 1 “ ! rG12, rG22, G32, G42)¯ .
Note that, for instance, if r rG32, rG42s Ă rG32, G42s then rG32, rG42 P KpL´1q. The proof
follows by a suitable choice ofW 1i (with i “ 1, . . . , 4) in K
1 satisfying the conclusion
of the theorem.
Otherwise, there exists A P rG32, G
4
2s (resp. B P rG
1
2, G
2
2s) such that A (resp.
B) is the projection of G12 or G
2
2 (resp. of G
3
2 or G
4
2). Without loss of generality,
assume that A (resp. B) is the projection of G12 (resp. of G
3
2). Then, Define
K 1 “
 
G12, A,G
3
2, B
(
.
As above, the proof follows by a suitable choice of W 1i (with i “ 1, . . . , 4) in K
1
satisfying the conclusion of the theorem.
To prove pTriq. Assume that pTriq1 holds. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that F 11 P K and F
2
1 P K
pL´1qzKpL´2q. Set W0 :“ F
2
1 and W
1
1 :“ F
2
1 , of
course we have W0 ­“ W
1
1 since L is minimal. There exists tA,Bu Ă K
pL´2q such
thatW 11 P rA,Bs and rkpA´Bq ď 1. Obviously, we have rkpA´Bq “ 1, if notW
1
1 P
KpL´2q which is impossible. By Lemma 2.2 together with Remark 2.1, we consider
the greatest interval rW 12,W
1
3s containing rA,Bs such that tW
1
2,W
1
3u Ă K
pL´2q. It
holds that W 11 P spanpElq for some l P t1, 2u. Suppose that W
1
2 P W
1
3 ` spanpElq,
since rW0,W
1
1s is maximal we deduce that W
1
1 P K
pL´2q which is impossible. Thus
W 12 PW
1
3 ` spanpE3´lq. The proof is complete. 
The following result allows us, starting from an element of KpL´1q, to choose
successive decompositions which are in orthogonal directions.
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Lemma 4.2. Assume that 3 ď L ă `8. Let i P t1, ..., L ´ 2u and j P t1, ..., 2iu.
Let F ji P K
pL´iq. Assume that there exist tF 2j´1i`1 , F
2j
i`1u Ă K
pL´i´1q and l P t1, 2u
such that
F
j
i P rF
2j´1
i`1 , F
2j
i`1s and F
2j´1
i`1 ´ F
2j
i`1 P spanpElq.
Then we have four possibilities:
(1) there exists
!
F
4j´3
i`2 , F
4j´2
i`2
)
Ă KpL´i´2q such that
F
2j´1
i`1 P rF
4j´3
i`2 , F
4j´2
i`2 s, F
4j´3
i`2 ´ F
4j´2
i`2 P spanpE3´lq and rkpF
4j´3
i`2 ´ F
4j´2
i`2 q “ 1;
(2) there exists
!
F
4j´1
i`2 , F
4j
i`2
)
Ă KpL´i´2q such that
F
2j
i`1 P rF
4j´1
i`2 , F
4j
i`2s, F
4j´1
i`2 ´ F
4j
i`2 P spanpE3´lq and rkpF
4j´1
i`2 ´ F
4j
i`2q “ 1;
(3) F 2j´1i`1 P K;
(4) F 2ji`1 P K.
Proof. Let i P t1, ..., L´ 2u and j P t1, ..., 2iu. Let F ji P K
pL´iq. Assume that there
exist t rF 2j´1i`1 , rF 2ji`1u Ă KpL´i´1q and l P t1, 2u such that
F
j
i P r
rF 2j´1i`1 , rF 2ji`1s and rF 2j´1i`1 ´ rF 2ji`1 P spanpElq.
Consider the greatest interval rF 2j´1i`1 , F
2j
i`1s containing r
rF 2j´1i`1 , rF 2ji`1s and such that
tF 2j´1i`1 , F
2j
i`1u Ă K
pL´i´1q. We have one of the two possibilities:
(a) for every r P ti ` 1, . . . , L ´ 1u if F 2ji`1 P K
pL´rq then F 2ji`1 P K
pL´r´1q Ă
KpL´i´2q;
(b) there exists r P ti ` 1, . . . , L ´ 1u such that F 2ji`1 P K
pL´rq and F 2ji`1 R
KpL´r´1q.
If (a) holds then F 2ji`1 P K and we obtain (4). Otherwise, assume (b) holds. There
exists tF 4j´1i`2 , F
4j
i`2u Ă K
pL´r´1q Ă KpL´i´2q such that
F
2j
i`1 P rF
4j´1
i`2 , F
4j
i`2s and rkpF
4j´1
i`2 ´ F
4j
i`2q ď 1.
If rkpF 4j´1i`2 ´ F
4j
i`2q “ 0 then F
2j
i`1 P K
pL´r´1q, which is impossible. There-
fore rkpF 4j´1i`2 ´ F
4j
i`2q “ 1. If F
4j´1
i`2 ´ F
4j
i`2 P spanpElq then rF
4j´1
i`2 , F
4j
i`2s Ă
rF 2j´1i`1 , F
2j
i`1s. But F
2j
i`1 P rF
4j´1
i`2 , F
4j
i`2s which is possible only if F
2j
i`1 P K
pL´r´1q,
a contradiction. Hence F 4j´1i`2 ´ F
4j
i`2 P spanpE3´lq, and we obtain (2). Similar
arguments apply to F 2j´1i`1 to obtain (3) and (1). The proof is complete. 
In the following, we show how to construct pu P V h0 and give estimate of EΣh ppuq
in the case of the configuration pRecq. The same estimate can be achieved for the
case pTriq by taking into account of the differences in the construction of pu P V h0 as
in Case 2 of Subsection 3.2.
4.2. Construction in the case pRecq. We summarize the construction of pu as
follows.
(1) Using Theorem 4.1, we start by constructing a function vp1q defined on the
square r0, 2hαs2 with α Ps0, 1r, such that ∇vp1qp¨q P K 1 Ă ΣpL´1q and vp1q “ 0
on the boundary of the square. More presicely, let α P p0, 1q and h Ps0, h1r with
h1 :“ mint1, δ
1
α u. Let vp1q : r0, 2hαs2 Ñ R2 be defined by vp1q :“ pv1, v2q where
v1px1, x2q “
"
a1x1 if x1 P r0, 2h
αs1s
a2x1 ´ 2h
αa2 if x1 P r2h
αs1, 2h
αs
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v2px1, x2q “
"
b1x2 if x2 P r0, 2h
αs2s
b2x2 ´ 2h
αb2 if x2 P r2h
αs2, 2h
αs
with s1 “
a2
a2´a1
and s2 “
b2
b2´b1
. We have
∇vp1qpxq P K 1 “
 
W 11,W
1
2,W
1
3,W
1
4
(
a.e. in r0, 2hαs2.
Then it remains L´ 2 laminations to reach Σ Ă K.
(2) For each W 1s P K
1 with s P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4u, there exists tF 12,s, F
2
2,su P Σ
pL´2q such
that rkpF 12,s ´ F
2
2,sq ď 1 and W
1
s P rF
1
2,s, F
2
2,ss. We can apply Lemma 2.4 to find
a function, which we call vp2q, such that ∇vp2qp¨q P tF 12,s, F
2
2,su except a small
set whose measure is provided by Lemma 2.4; on account of Lemma 4.2, we can
decompose each F ji P K
pL´iq in orthogonal direction with respect to the direction of
the previous decomposition. So, the divisions in strips are successively orthogonal
and we build successive functions vp3q, . . . , vpLq with respect to these subdivisions.
(According to that specific construction, the estimate of the measure of the set
∇vpLq R K will be easier to evaluate).
More presicely, we let s P t1, . . . , 4u and we assume that the number of lamina-
tions needed to reach K when starting with W 1s is Ls ď L. We have
W 1s “ λ
1
1,sF
1
2,s ` p1´ λ
1
1,sqF
2
2,s with λ
1
1,s P r0, 1s and F
1
2,s, F
2
2,s P K
pL´2q.
For every i P t3, . . . , Lsu and every j P t1, . . . , 2
iu
F
j
i,s “ λ
j
i,sF
2j
i,s ` p1 ´ λ
j
i,sqF
2j´1
i,s with λ
j
i,s P r0, 1s and F
2j
i,s, F
2j´1
i,s P K
pL´iq.
Let M “ supt|ξ| : ξ P ΣpLqu. Let tkiui“1,...,L Ă N
˚ with k1 “ 1, be such that
ki ą Λki´1 for all i P t2, . . . , Lu with
Λ “M
ˆ
min
1ďsď4
min
1ďiďL
min
1ďjď2i
!
λ
j
i,s, 1´ λ
j
i,s
)˙´1
.
Set N1 :“ N
˚ and for each i P t2, . . . , Lu
Ni :“ tk P N : k ą Λki´1u.
The bound Λ allows us to make the successive subdivisions increasingly thin.
Using Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 2.4, we construct functions vk2 :“ v
p2q, vk2,k3 :“
vp3q, . . . , vk2,...,kL :“ v
pLq corresponding to L´ 2 laminations.
(3) We extend by periodicity of period 2hα the function vk2,...,kL in both directions
x1, x2. In order to match the zero boundary conditions, we setrwk2,...,kLp¨q :“ `min  v1k2,...,kLp¨q, distp¨, BΩq( ,min  v2k2,...,kLp¨q, distp¨, BΩq(˘ ,
and finally we define uαk2,...,kL the interpolant of rwk2,...,kL on Th.
4.3. Error estimation in the case pRecq. Let j P N˚. We denote by
Ij :“
#
t0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , j´1
2
u if j is odd
t0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , j
2
u if j is even
thus ź
lPIj
kj´2l “
#
kjkj´2 ¨ ¨ ¨k3k1 if j is odd
kjkj´2 ¨ ¨ ¨k4k2 if j is even.
After i ´ 1 successive modifications of the function vp1q, we obtain a function
vpiq, where i P t2, . . . , Lu. We estimate the set of “bad gradients”, i.e., where the
function ∇vpiq possibly does not belong to K.
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Let a cell be such that its length is of orderź
lPI i´2
2
hα
ki´2´2l
and its width is of order ź
lPI i´1
2
hα
ki´1´2l
.
We assume that the pi´1q-th subdivision is made in the direction x1. By Lemma 4.2
together with Lemma 2.4, we construct a function vpiq and the i-th subdivision is
made in the direction x2. Thus, the cell is divided in ki strips of width of orderź
lPI i
2
hα
ki´2l
.
Error estimation due to the preservation of continuity. By Lemma 2.4 the estima-
tion is bounded by, for some C ą 0
C
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ hαź
lPI i´2
2
ki´2´2l
‹˛‹‹‹‚
2
1
ki
‹˛‹‹‹‚ˆNs
where Ns is the number of these cells in each rectangle Qs which is bounded by
Cki´1ki´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ k2k1 “
i´1ź
l“1
kl.
We deduce that for some C ą 0
|tx P Qs : ∇vk2,...,kipxq R Σu| ď Ch
2α
1` i
2ź
l“0
ki´2l´1
i
2ź
l“0
ki´2l
“ Ch2α
ki´1ki´3ki´5 ¨ ¨ ¨
kiki´2ki´4 ¨ ¨ ¨
.
After extension by periodicity, since the number of square in Ω is bounded by
Ch´2α, we obtain for some C ą 0
|tx P Ω : ∇vk2,...,kipxq R Σu| ď C
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
Lÿ
i“2
1` i
2ź
l“0
ki´2l´1
i
2ź
l“0
ki´2l
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚. (20)
Error estimation due to the interpolation. After interpolation, we have a bound
due to the interpolation as
Ch
hα
1` i
2ź
l“0
ki´2l´1
ki ˆNs,
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where Ns is the number of these cells in each rectangle Qs. We deduce that the
bound is
Ch1`αkiki´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Ch
1`α
i
2ź
l“0
ki´2l.
We have to take into account of the error due to the interpolation for vp1q, so we
set k0 “ k1 “ 1. After extension by periodicity, we obtain a bound
Ch1´α
Lÿ
i“1
i
2ź
l“0
ki´2l (21)
since the number of square is bounded by Ch´2α.
Error estimation at the boundary BΩ. The bound is
Chα, (22)
see Subsection 3.2 (iii) for details.
Since ∇ rwk2,...,kL is bounded independently of h, it follows uαk2,...,kL P V h0,C for
some C ą 0.
4.4. End of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Collecting the estimations (20), (21)
and (22), we obtain for some C ą 0
EΣh
`
uαk2,...,kL
˘
ď C
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
hα ` h1´α
Lÿ
i“1
ź
lPI i
2
ki´2l `
Lÿ
i“2
ź
lPI i´1
2
ki´2l´1
ź
lPI i
2
ki´2l
‹˛‹‹‹‚. (23)
Lemma 4.3. For every i P t1, . . . , L ´ 2u there exists Ci ą 0 such that for every
pk2, . . . , kL´i`1q P
śL´i`1
j“2 Nj, there exists hi ą 0 so that for every h Ps0, hir there
exists ppkL´i`2, . . . , pkLq PśLj“L´i`2 Nj satisfying
EΣh
´
uα
k2,...,kL´i`1,pkL´i`2,...,pkL
¯
ďCi
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝hα ` h1´α
L´iÿ
j“1
j
2ź
l“0
kj´2l `
L´iÿ
j“2
j´1
2ź
l“0
kj´2l´1
j
2ź
l“0
kj´2l
`
¨˝
h1´α
L´i`1
2ź
l“0
kL´i`1´2l‚˛
1
i
`
L´i
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l
L´i`1
2ź
l“0
kL´i`1´2l
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚. (24)
Without loss of generality we assume that L ě 3. From Lemma 4.3, we deduce
that there exists CL´2 ą 0 such that for every pk2, k3q P N2 ˆ N3 there exists
hL´2 ą 0 satisfying
EΣh pu
α
k2,k3,pk4,...,pkLq ď CL´2
ˆ
hα `
1
k2
`
k2
k3
` h1´αp1 ` k2q ` pk3h
1´αq
1
L´2
˙
for all h Ps0, hL´2r.
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The function s0,`8rQ x ÞÑ σL´2pxq :“
k2
x
` pxh1´αq
1
L´2 reaches its minimum
at x3 “ pL´ 2q
L´2
L´1k2
L´2
L´1h´
1´α
L´1 . Set pk3 :“ Px3T` 1. We have
inf
k3PN
σL´2 pk3q
ďσL´2
´pk3¯
ďpL ´ 2q´
L´2
L´1
`
k2h
1´α
˘ 1
L´1 ` 2L´3
´
pL ´ 2q
1
L´1
`
k2h
1´α
˘ 1
L´1 ` h
1´α
L´2
¯
ď
´
pL´ 2q´
L´2
L´1 ` 2L´3
´
1` pL´ 2q
1
L´1
¯¯ `
k2h
1´α
˘ 1
L´1
since k2 ě 1 ě h
1
L´2 . In order to have pk3 P N3 we take h ă h1 with
h1 :“ ppL´ 2qk2q
L´2
1´α pΛk2 ´ 1q
´L´1
1´α
Now, if h ă h2 :“
´
1
k2
¯ 1
1´α
we have
h1´αp1` k2q ď 2
`
k2h
1´α
˘ 1
L´1 (25)
since k2 ` 1 ď 2k2.
We set
CL´1 :“max
!
2,
´
pL´ 2q´
L´2
L´1 ` 2L´3
´
1` pL´ 2q
1
L´1
¯¯
, CL´2
)
hL´1 :“min
 
hL´2, h
1, h2
(
.
Taking (25) into account we obtain
EΣh pu
α
k2,pk3,pk4,...,pkLq ď CL´1
ˆ
hα `
1
k2
`
`
k2h
1´α
˘ 1
L´1
˙
.
for all h Ps0, hL´1r.
The function s0,`8rQ x ÞÑ σL´1pxq :“
1
x
` pxh1´αq
1
L´1 is minimum for x2 “
h´
1´α
L . Set pk2 :“ Px2T`1. Thus, similarly as above, there exist CL ą 0 and hL ą 0,
such that we have
EΣh pu
αpk2,pk3,pk4,...,pkLq ď CL
´
hα ` h
1´α
L
¯
for all h Ps0, hLr. The best constant α is pα “ 1´pαL , i.e., pα “ 11`L . Set pu :“
upαpk2,pk3,pk4,...,pkL , we obtain
M
K
h ď M
Σ
h ď E
Σ
h ppuq ď CLh 11`L .
Finally we can adjust CL in order to have pu P V h0,CL at the same time. The proof
is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. The proof follows by induction. Let i “ 1 then (24) corre-
sponds to (23). Take C1 “ C, h1 defined in Subsection 4.2 (1), and any pkL P NL.
Now, fix i P t1, . . . , L ´ 2u and choose the corresponding Ci ą 0 such that for
every pk2, . . . , kL´i`1q P
śL´i`1
j“2 Nj , there exists hi ą 0, so that for every h Ps0, hir
we can find ppkL´i`2, . . . , pkLq PśLj“L´i`2 Nj satisfying (24).
Fix pk2, . . . , kL´iq P
ś
2ďjďL´i`1
Nj . Set
θi :“
L´i
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l and γi :“
L´i´1
2ź
l“0
kL´i´1´2l.
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Fix h Ps0, 1r. Minimize over NL´i`1 the left hand side of the inequality (24). For
this we consider the function x ÞÑ σipxq “
`
h1´αxγi
˘ 1
i ` θixγi which reaches its
minimum at
xi “ i
i
i`1 h´
1´α
i`1
θ
i
i`1
i
γi
.
We set pkL´i`1 :“ PxiT ` 1. We can see that σ ´pkL´i`1¯ ď σpxiq ` `h1´αγi˘ 1i . If
h ă h1 :“
´
θii
γ
i`1
i
¯1´α
then
`
h1´αθi
˘ 1
i`1 ą
`
h1´αγi
˘ 1
i . So, for ci :“ i
1
i`1 ` i´
i
i`1 ` 1
we have
inf
kL´i`1PN
σpkL´i`1q ď σ
´pkL´i`1¯ ď ci `h1´αθi˘ 1i`1 . (26)
The condition pkL´i`1 P NL´i`1 is equivalent to h ă h2 with
h2 :“ pγipΛkL´i ´ 1qq
´ i`1
1´α piθiq
i
1´α .
Let C 1 :“ max tCi, ciu. Then we obtain that for every h Ps0,minth
1, h2, hiur
EΣh
´
uα
k2,...,pkL´i`1,...,pkL
¯
ďC 1
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝hα ` h1´α
L´iÿ
j“1
j
2ź
l“0
kj´2l `
L´iÿ
j“2
j´1
2ź
l“0
kj´2l´1
j
2ź
l“0
kj´2l
`
¨˝
h1´α
L´i
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l‚˛
1
i`1 ‹˛‹‹‹‹‚.
Note that if h ă θ
´ 1
1´α
i then¨˝
h1´α
L´i
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l‚˛
1
i`1
ą h1´α
L´i
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l.
Set hi`1 :“ min
"
θ
´ 1
1´α
i , h
1, h2, hi
*
and Ci`1 :“ maxtC
1, 2u, then for every h P
s0, hi`1r
EΣh
´
uα
k2,...,pkL´i`1,...,pkL
¯
ďCi`1
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝hα ` h1´α
L´i´1ÿ
j“1
j
2ź
l“0
kj´2l `
L´i´1ÿ
j“2
j´1
2ź
l“0
kj´2l´1
j
2ź
l“0
kj´2l
`
¨˝
h1´α
L´i
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l‚˛
1
i`1
`
L´i´1
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l´1
L´i
2ź
l“0
kL´i´2l
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚. (27)
The proof is complete. 
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